
The purpose of this paper is to present physical
science aspects of emission tomography when collimators
orcodedaperturesareused.Positrontomographyin
volves electronic collimation and has properties that give
it special advantages, particularly in imaging of the
thorax and abdomen of adults. Nevertheless, there are
important biological potentials of single-photon to
mography because of the properties and availability of
some of these radionuclides as well as the adequate
sensitivity that can be obtained in studies ofobjects about
20cmindiameter.A generalexplanationoftomography
is given by describing four modes: multiple pinhole, time
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varying (stochastic) coded apertures, Fresnel coding, and
computed transverse section tomography. In principle,
all modes oftomography as well as the two contemporary
classifications of longitudinal and transverse section
tomography can be considered under the general topic
of coded apertures wherein the code ranges from parallel
hole collimators to arrays of irregularly spaced pinholes
whose patterns change with time.

LONGITUDINAL TOMOGRAPHY

Pinhole arrays. The basic idea of longitudinal to
mography can be shown by the moving pinhole aperture
(Fig. I). The image oftwo sources at different depths will
appear shifted by amounts that are proportional to their
depths and the amount the pinhole camera is displaced
(Pa) from the original position. Because the block is
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Physicalpropertiesimportantfor assessmentof the potentialsof emissioncom
puted tomography implemented by collimated detector systems include sensitivi
ty, statisticalandangularsamplingrequirements,aftenuationcompensation,reso
lutionuniformity,and multisectiondesignconstraints.The limited angularrange
and sampling interval of coded aperture methods for longitudinal tomography im
pose severe limitationson quantitativeimagingcapabilfties.These methodsare
discussed. Disadvantages of limfted angular range are avoided by transverse sac
tion devices that have lower sensitivftythan comparable positrondevices. it is
shown here, however, that the sensitivity for a single section device for head
transverse section 2 cm thick can be @200events sec@ @tCl1 per axial cm for
2 X 2 cm resolution. This is 40% of that for a well-designed positron system of elm
ilar resolution.The problemof attenuationcompensationfor constantattenuation,
as in brainimaging,is well understoodand a fast algorithmof the convolutiontype
givesexcellentresultsif angularsamplingis over 360Â°.

Though there is a need to move the single-photon detector array over wide an
guiardistancesfor adequatesampling,dynamicECT Is possiblefor the measure
meidof biologicalwashoutkineticsofclinicalimportance,suchas clearancestud
isa inbrain.Basedonphysicalprinciples,experienceswfthlowsensitivitydevices,
and the prospects for devices wfth sensitivfty comparable to positron tomographs,
single photon tomography has sound potentials for research and clinical studies of
the adult brain and whole body in email subjects.Practical whole-bodytomogra
phy in adults is limited to nonquantitative lesion detection.
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FiG.2. RelationshIpbetweenamountof displacementanddepth
of source is derived by noting the similarity of triangles formed by
rayoptics.

plainedby Fig.2.

Supposethere are a multitide of sourcesat various
depths and positions; the images will represent the su
perposition of these sources, but their position and@
magnification will depend on the depth and planar po
sition of these sources. If all ofthe sources were at depthâ€¢
ZI , then the displacement of each source on each image

FRAMESFOR
EACHVIEW

â€”v.1Fâ€”Displacementâ€˜
FiG..1. DepthInformationis reflectedbyrelativedisplacementof
sotwces for different positions of pinhole aperture.

closer to the aperture, the â€œblockâ€•image is displaced
more than that of the â€œballâ€•image. The amount of image
displacement is proportional to the ratio ofthe movement
distance to the depth of the object and to the distance
between the camera and the aperture. The relevant
equations are derived by similarity of triangles as cx

BLURRED
TOMOGRAMS
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V
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FiG. 3. Illustrationof simplemethodof reconstitutingthe distributionat variousplanesby guessingat sourcedepthandapplyingEq.
1 to Imagestakenfordifferentaperturedisplacements(P@,P@).
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would be described by technique (8).
Stochasticcodedaperture.A secondclassof multiple

pinhole imaging is the stochastic coded aperture (9,10).
Instead of moving an individual pinhole or providing

( 1â€˜ many separate aperture (pinhole)-detector imaging

â€˜I chains, which look at the object from different directions

as is done in the seven-pinhole system (3), the multiple
aperture method collects the superposition of many

pinhole views on each image. A sequence of images is
recorded, each with a somewhat different arrangement
ofpinholes (Fig. 5). Suppose five images are taken, each
with a uniquely different pinhole pattern. Recall that
each pinhole represents a different angular view. After
recording five images, we must â€œdecodeâ€•the projection

data that represent each angular view from the whole
image series. To do so we solve the set of simultaneous

equations shown in Fig. 5. In this particular case the
angular view, A1, corresponding to pinhole 1 projection

L\x = â€”-@-Px1

@y= _@Pyi.

These equations are the rearrangement of terms from
Eq. 4 in Fig. 2. Now let us shift back each picture ele
ment value to a new picture element for each displace
ment image in accord with Eq. 1. After this operation,
we sum the resultant images to get a perfect image of the
sources as if they were not displaced. However, suppose
we erred in our estimate of the true depth Z1 in Eq. 1, the
result will be a blurred image of the sources, as demon
strated in Fig. 3 for one source at Z = 9 cm. Next, sup
pose we do not know at what depth the sources lie but
guess at three successive depths and perform the oper
ation of Eq. 1. The sources that happen to lie at the
properly guessed depth will be in focus, whereas those
at other depths will be out-of-focus. The blurred tomo
grams are similar to the simple backprojection images
of transverse section computed tomography, and the
basic data displayed by H. 0. Anger's ingenious tomo
graph, which is now known as the Pho/Con tomograph
(1 ). Digital implementation of tomography by multiple
pinhole has been explored over the past 6 yr (2), and
methods for deblurring these tomograms are discussed
below.

One method is that of successive approximations,
whereby the data in each image are corrected by factors
derived from a comparison of the reprojected images
with the observed images. The reprojections are obtained

by simulating the imaging operation as if the backpro
jected images were the real data (Fig. 4). The data in the

source space are adjusted until the differences between
the reprojected images and the true images are small (3).
This operation is similar to the early methods of com
puter assisted tomography, such as the arithmetic re
construction technique (ART) (4,5), the orthogonal
tangent correction method (6), the simultaneous itera
tive reconstruction (7), and the iterative least squares

camera

aperture
sheet

II â€˜A1+A2

12' A2+A3

13 : 43+ 44

24. A1+A@

25' 44+45

REPROJECTION

Tomographs
of

projection space

Sourcespace

FIG. 5. Schematic of concept of stochastic aperture Imaging
FIG. 4. Method of removing blur from multiple pinhole imaging wherein successive images are obtained, each representing dif
system is to reproject simple superpositionor backprojection im- ferent combination of views. By solving the set of simultaneous
agesandmakecorrectionsto theseimagesbasedondifference equationsshownonrI@t,Informationcorrespondingto particular
between reprojected imagesand actual data. aperture or angle can be @@decoded.â€•
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Scintillation camera
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radioactive sources is a series of concentric rings whose
width and density depend on the source distance from
the zone plate in a manner similar to the magnification
of a pinhole aperture system.The tomograms can be
calculated from a single image (Fig. 6) by varying the
parameter R1 in the algorithm (13).

(@72 H(x,y)exp@â€”iir(x2 + y2)/R@)

only, is given by

â€” II + I@ + 14â€” 12 15

â€” (A1 + A2) + (A3 4 A4) + (A1 + A5) â€” (A2 + A3) â€” (A4 + A5) (2)

= A1.

2

A1 is the two dimensional (2D) pinhole projection image
obtained from the object distribution viewed from the
No. 1 aperture. After this decoding, we have data con
responding to various angular views and the recon

struction problem becomes similar to that for multiple
pinhole systems or general computed tomography. This
approach combines depth coding with good sensitivity
because many apertures are â€œlookingâ€•at the subject at
one time. COdedaperture techniques can be extended to
complete angular sampling (11).

Another type of time varying, coded aperture imaging
is digital computed tomography from images obtained
using a rotation, slant-hole system similar in concept to
the Anger tomoscanner. Recently, Chang and coworkers
(12) designed a collimation system that has the advan
tages of multiple parallel hole projections without the
geometric distortion of pinhole optics; yet, as will be
shown, this system, as well as the contemporary multiple
pinhole systems, has the disadvantages of limited angular
range, and results are dependent on the orientation of the
imaging system relative to the object.

Fresnel coded aperture. The Fresnel shadow image of

(3)

where @7215the 2D Fourier transform and H(x,y) is the
Fresnel shadowgram

R1 radius ofthe first ring

x (@+ zoneplatetocamera (4)
It zoneplate to object

As with the multiple pinhole example, images ob
tamed are blurred from underlying and overlying source
data. Deblurring procedures similar to those outlined for
the multiple pinhole procedures can be used here. The
data are projections over a limited angular range, and
the problems associated with limited angular range oh
tamed here are as in the case for multiple pinhole and
other coded-aperture imaging techniques.

Six problems associated with the longitudinal to
mography techniques are: (a) noise propagation occurs
during the decoding stage (e.g., the variance in A1 data
is the sum ofthe variances ofeach image); (b) attenua
tion compensation is complex and further amplifies er

Point sources Lead Fresnel Zone Plate

2_2@ RECONSTRUC@ON
@4 ALGORITHM

Background subtracted

FIG.6. TheFresnelapertureimageconsistsof a seriesof concentricringsthatprojectsourceinformationIntodetector.Byvarying
pi@aserelationshipsaxi Fouriertransformingthe shedowgam, longitudinaltomo@aphscan be produceddirectly.Thesemust subsequently
be deblurredas with the multiple pinhole Iongftudinaltomographdata.
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MULTIPLE
CAMERA VIEWS

orientation of the detector array relative to the axis of
the left ventricle's cylinder-like shape. Figure 9 shows
that a change by only 20Â°in the axis of the detector array
results in distortions, and a change by 90Â° results in

imaging disaster. Sagittal or transverse sections are
shown to illustrate the distortion problem and the mag

nitude of interplane errors due to the shape compared
with the aperture orientation problem. When attenuation

is added to the problem, even worse results are found. To

give a fair evaluation of this aspect of longitudinal to

mography over limited angular range, the author used
the best available iterative reconstruction technique
(conjugate gradient iterative least squares) with exact
data and proper weighting for pixel geometry (14).

Methods of deblurring for limited angular sampling.

Attempts to overcome the problem of limited angle in
computed tomography by mathematical approaches
have proceeded along two lines. One approach currently
under evaluation is the use of the known deblurning op
erator that occurs between planes. This idea was for
mulated by Myers et al. (15) and subsequently was ex

plored by others (16â€”18).These iterative or convolution
approaches have the serious limitations shown in Figs.

8 and 9. To review, the problem of longitudinal tomog

raphy that uses projection data restricted to a limited
angular range is that the reconstructed result is sensitive
to the geometryof the object, the geometryof the view
ing system, noise, and attenuation.

Some efforts have been directed toward incorporating
a priori information about thesefactors into an algo
rithm for reconstruction tomography. For example, the
convolution kernel or filter shape can be modified for
each view in accord with the power spectrum or structure

of the object as seen from that view and the noise char
acteristics of each view. The algorithm is a combination

of the Weiner filter approachwith the deblurring oper
ation of computed tomography (19). For complete an
gular sampling this technique works very well, but it has

LIMITED ANGULAR RANGE

MULTI PLE
PINHOLES

FIG.7. Similaritybetweenfivepinholeviewsandfiveviewsusing
parallelcollimator.Reorganizationof the cone-beamdatafrom
pinholes can give a set of parallel rays closely corresponding to
parallel set from conventional collimator.

rors; (c) the decoding calculation is tractable but com
putationally costly; (d) variable geometric magnification
will cause distortion for pinhole systems; (e) a cos3O
sensitivity nonuniformity exists for pinhole systems; and

(0 thedatasetlackscompleteangularsampling.
The similarity between multiple pinhole imaging and

transaxial computed tomography over limited angular
range is shown in Fig. 7, and Figs. 8 and 9 illustrate the
limitations imposed by collection of data over a limited
angular range.

In view of the object orientation relative to the direc
tion of angular sampling, it is clear that the results of a
reconstruction are dependent on the shape and onienta

tion of the object being reconstructed. The reason the

seven pinhole technique gives such remarkably good

images of the heart with only seven views over a limited
angular range is in good part due to the symmetrical

iEâ€¢

Original

F@-@-@@

180Â°60Â°

@-..â€”.â€”--,.
20Â°

FIG.8. Theeffect of projectiondatataken
over limited angular range on fidelity of

@ reconstructionis shownfor square-shaped
object.Resultsaredependentonorienta
tion andshapeof object relativeto viewing
direction.
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where V are the eigenvectors of HTH, and U@are the
eigenvectors of HHT. The eigenvalues are X1.Terms in
the first summation have magnitudes of comparable
value; however, the terms in the second summation in
crease as Ar112, since these eigenvalues are in order of
decreasing magnitude. As more and more summations
are used, the first term becomes smaller and smaller.

The summation is stopped when the signal-to-noise
ratio becomes less than that expected from previously
defined recipes. The success of this approach depends
appreciably on our model of the noise and on how closely
the assumed model of the object matches the true shape.

(5) Simulation with this algorithm using models that differ
from the true distribution by the presence of large holes
or sourcesshowthe techniquehaspromise;however,at
present the computational task is great, even on large
computers. Of interest is the fact that iterative tech
niques, such as ART and least squares methods, can be
correctly interpreted as methods to attempt to calculate
Eq. 7 without forming the outer products directly. At
present the best method to overcome the limited angle
problem is to collect data over a wider angular range as
is done in transverse section tomography.

The major advantage of coded aperture methods is
that they hold some promise for dynamic emission to
mography with single photons. An additional advantage

THOMAS F. BUDINGER

(6)

The last term is noise and in many situations will domi
nate the reconstruction. Using a singular value decom
position of the pseudoinverse, we have

R
x x' + @:â€˜-1/2 V1U@1@â€”

1=1

+ i@ @â€”1@2V@U@In@.(7)

60Â°
z

z

90Â°

l80
ANGULARRANGE

FIG.9. Simulationof dependenceof re
constructed result on orientation of a to
mographic imaging system relative to
multipinholeor parallel-holesystemthat
has axis of symmetry of object. Angular
sampling was limited to 60 and 90Â°for
comparisonwith 180Â°of samplingwfthout
attenuation.Opticalaxis of imagingsystem
Is varied by 20 and 90Â°to demonstrate
dependence of results on orientation of
object relative to Imagingaxis.

20Â°

not yet been investigated for the limited angular prob
lem. A general approach that incorporates a priori in
formation about the general shape or model to be re
constructed (e.g., rocket ship or human heart), as well
as information about the geometry of the imaging system
and the characteristics of the noise, is presented here for
the interest of those who seek to solve the limited angle
reconstruction problem.

Let the projections of a model distribution be given by
Hx' p', where x' is the true model distribution. The
image is

x x' + H@(p â€”p'),

where H+ is the Mooreâ€”Penrose generalized inverse of
H. But for real data

x=x'+H@(pâ€”p')+H@n.
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been presented indirectly through the examples of how
longitudinal tomography is implemented with coded
apertures. The general concept of single photon com
puted tomography is shown in Fig. 10â€”aseries of pro
jections is made and these projections are then
backprojected to form the superposition image. Figure
11 illustrates the methods used to acquire these data. As
with the first step in computed longitudinal tomography,
the backprojected image is blurred, and the deblurring
objective is similar to that of longitudinal tomography.
The contemporary implementation involves modifying
or sharpening the projections before backprojecting. The
mathematical methods have been discussed in general
by Brooks et al. (20), and in detail for emission tomog
raphy by Budinger et al. (21 ). A major advantage of
transaxial tomography over longitudinal computed to
mography is the fact that 360Â°of data can be gathered
by the devices shown in Fig. I 1. Thus, transaxial to

mography avoids the limited angle problem and allows
more accurate compensation for attenuation.

Quantitative aspects. Statistics. The quantitative
certainty of ECT is dependent on the number of detected

events and the volume of interest. The act of recon
struction results in a propagation of noise that decreases

the expected signal-to-noise ratio by factors of ten or
more, depending on the resolution sought (Fig. I 2). A
TCT image represents about I0@ detected events,
whereas the usual ECT image is only 106 events. For
ECT, the expected uncertainty is given as

I .2 X 100 (no resolution cells)3!4
rms% = . (8)

(total no. events)'!2

Figure 13 shows the relationship between detected events
and volume of interest. The factor I .2 is based on the
convolution kernel. Therefore, if we collected 1.2 X 106

events for a section with 3000 pixels (400 events/pixel),
the rms uncertainty is 44%. A naive prediction based on
@JN@/Nx 100 would give only 5% uncertainty, but the

situation improves if the activity is concentrated in a

EM ISSION (SING LE PHOTON) TOMOGRAPHY

FIG.10. Conceptof transaxialcomputedtomo@aphywhereinviews
are taken around 360Â°.Image at right is simple superposition or
backprojection of projection data from one level. Transactional
computed tomography involves mathematical techniques for re
moving blur of backprojected image similar to those usedfor Ion
gitudinaltomography.

is that longitudinal tomographic instrumentation can be

adapted for computed tomography, though with avail
able instrumentation the amount of imaging time re
quired to give quantitative information is more than
practical in most clinical situations. The statistical re
quirements for quantitative work will be presented
below.

TRANSAXIAL COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY

The concept of transaxial tomography has already

FIG.11.Typesof instrumentationthat
havebeenappliedto transaxial-computed
tomography.Multipinhole arrangement in
I iF is theoretical construct that illustrates
need for high sensitivity.

:=

A) Sing). Dstsctor Rsctilinw Scanner B) Nultip)s Proj.ct.on. Rotating Syst.m C) MulticrystalScsnner

Dl Patlant Rotation El Cam.,a Rotation F) Multiple Pinholas
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Total events â€”1,200,000
Total resolution elements â€”3000

400events I element

Naive Prediction Actual

rms .6 uncertainty rms Â°4uncertainty
5% 44%

I 12O(no.resolutioncells)3â€•4
I rms /o'L (totalno.events)

FIG. 12. DemonstratIonof magnitudeof decreaseIn statistical
rellabilftyexpectedfrom projectionImageandthatafter computation
of transverse section.

small region of the image. In the case of a single object
in a uniform field (22):

% rms uncertainty

1.2 X 100 (total no. events)1!4

(average no. events per resolution 3/4

cell in the target

If the resolution cell size decreases by two, the required
number of events for constant uncertainty increases by
eight. Thus, an important goal for instrument design is
to increase sensitivity (e.g., Fig. 11 F), and an important
goal of reconstruction algorithms is to optimize resolu
tion recovery and suppress noise artifacts.

Another aspect of noise propagation peculiar to ECT
is the influence of errors in the attenuation coefficients
used to correct the projection data before reconstruction
(23). If variable attenuation coefficients are present in
the region to be imaged, a transmission study is required
to provide the attenuation coefficients. Because of the
characteristics of ECT instrumentation, however, the
transmission data are also of poor statistics. The prop
agation of errors due to these poor statistics in addition
to the errors of the ECT procedtire lead to great unt@er
tainties in the images unless some method is used to in
corporate a priori knowledge of the true value and dis
tribution of the attenuation coefficients. Indeed, one can
use the poor transmission data to determine the appro
priate regions, such as lungs and heart, where known
values of attenuation coefficients can be assigned. From
this processed transmission image, the line integrals or
weighting factors for attenuation compensation can be
obtained.

Sensitivity. This section presents arguments to support

the thesis that for head imaging, single photon tomo
graphs can have a sensitivity only four times less than
that of a single section positron tomograph. For multiple
section devices and for objects of widths larger than 20

THOMAS F. BUDINGER

cm, the positron mode, however, has an even greater
advantage over the single photon device.

A comparison of expected sensitivities for transverse
section imaging of a 20 cm diameter head is shown in
Fig. 14. The relation between detected counts and source
intensity is

source@ crystal illumin-@ crystal@ effective
â€” activity ation area efficiency attenuation

1@ -

4TR2

(10)

For single photon imaging using the geometry of Fig.
14, the equation becomes:

N@=VX(PSNO)XrS.XfXEXA (10)

V = number of detector projection arrays;
p = @iCiper axial cm;

S = section thickness (depending on collimator design
the axial resolution distance might be two times the
crystal illumination distance;

N0 = 37,000 transformations sec' @tCi@ X no.

useable photons per transformation;
(9) r transverse resolution;

f = packing fraction (d/(d + t))2; see Fig. 14;
@ = crystal efficiency;

4@rR@

where:

Number of resolutIon cells

3

a

C

0
U

0

a

E
3

0

FiG. 13. RelatIonship between number of detected events and
number of resolution elements In image for various degrees of
statisticalcertainty.
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SENSITIVITY
SINGLEPHOTON

/v_ Rotate
POSITRON

@@__@@-0@ Wobble

Na.'

FIG. 14. Comparison of factors that do
terminesensitivitiesfor single-photonand
positron single-section tomographic de
vices collimator dimensionsequatedto 2
cm resolution for simplicity; see Eq. 10.

/L attenuation coefficient;

A = effective attenuation (0.4 for 140 keV in a 20 cm
diameter disc);

R, = distance from device center to the detectors.
A more detailed expression that incorporates explicitly

the geometric optics of Anger (24) for a parallel channel
collimator will give results similar to Eq. 10.

Using the following values: V = 4; 5 = 2.0 cm; r = 2.0
cm; f = 0.7;c = 0.9;A = 0.4;R = 11 cm; Eq. 10 gives

N.@= 196 counts sec1 .j@Ci' per axial cm.

For positron annihilation photon imaging

+ (pSN0) X 2@rR2 X 25 X f X @2x A
Nfl _ â€(̃11)

ForRp'IIcm;R2'3Ocm;L=r0cm
d â€S̃ â€2̃cm

Comparison of Eq. 10 with Eq. 12 shows there is a sen
sitivity gain in the solid angle factor; however, this is
offset by the fact that due to the coincidence detection
requirements, the effective attenuation length is in
creased, and the crystal efficiency must be squared.
Further, the exposed detector distance, 5, is two times
the section thickness. The need for side shielding to
collimate or shield from activity outside the transverse
section of interest gives a further reduction because of
the need to increase R to accommodate this shield (25).
Thus, for imaging a head 20 cm in diameter with 2 X 2
cm resolution, the parameters for the positron tomograph
are: R2 = 30, f= 0.95, @2 0.5, A = 0.2. Eq. 12 gives
Nfl@= 469 annihilation events sec.@Ci' per axial cm.

N7
â€” : 0.42
Np.

DISTORTION OF EMISSION CT SECTIONSOF VARIABLE
SOURCE CONCENTRATIONS (20 cm disc of constant@O.15 cm1)

-..@ . ..@

N
-. @:..

4irR2

FIG.15. Distortionof distributionincom
puted tomography of emission sources if
attenuation Is not adequately taken into
account.
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Thus the single photon system has 40% the sensitivity of
a positron system. Unfortunately, the ratio of sensitivities
is not constant for imaging larger objects, such as the

thorax or abdomen. It changes with R for a positron
system but with R2 for a single photon system under
contrast resolution conditions. The packing fraction
decreasesalso.

The arguments above were made from another ana
lytical viewpoint in a previous work in which we alluded
to a five- or six-sided single photon system (26). As the
number of detector arrays increases from four, the sen
sitivity decreases because of the need to increase R to
accommodate the projection geometry. To obtain mul
tiple angles the single photon device of Fig. I4 must ro
tate. In contrast, positron systems can provide multiple
angles with little or no motion.

A second important qualification for this calculation
is the fact that multiple section positron tomographs have
a gain in sensitivity by a factor of (3 â€”2/N) over the
single photon multisection device, where N is the number
of axial detector arrays. This increase arises because the
interplane coincidences give an additional plane with two
times the sensitivity of the in-plane sensitivity.

Attenuation. A well-recognizeddifficulty in emission
tomography is the fact that attenuation of the photons
by tissue intervening between the source and the detector
results in a serious distortion of the reconstructed images
(Fig. I5). Although the methods of correcting for this
attenuation error are conveniently implemented in pos
itron tomography, the techniques are somewhat more
cumbersome for single photon emission tomography.
Nevertheless, over the past few years convenient methods
have evolved using iterative approaches (8.27) and direct
convolution techniques (23.28,29). Thus for situations
of constant attenuation, the mathematical intractabil
ity has been overcome. Three methods are described

below.
Modification ofthe geometric mean (Method 1). The

results of reconstructing projection data that have been
modified by forming the geometric mean are better than
those when no such maneuver is used; however, serious
data distortion occurs (Fig. 15). By applying a correction
factor that takes into account the thickness and average
activity distribution (Fig. 16), it is possible to improve
these results. The geometric mean of projection bin data
is formed by multiplying opposing projection rays by one
another, then taking the square root. To this modified
projection value, a hyperbolic sine correction is applied,
and then the convolution reconstruction method is used.
The â€œsinhâ€•correction factor is

â€¢t@f@@ (12)
sinh (x)

where x = attenuation coefficient X thickness/2 and f
is set from 0.5 to 0.75 depending on the relative amount
ofactivity along the projection line being modified. We

@K',(9-180Â°)Projection

FIG.16. Illustrationof methodof modifyinggeometricmeanfor
attenuationcompensation.

have had some success with this technique (26); however,
the next two techniques give better results and are in
dependent of the factor f. The method of finding the
thickness of the object for each projection line involves
estimation of the edges of the object from an initial re
construction before applying the â€œsinhâ€•correction.

Iterative modification ofpixels (Method II). If an
ECT reconstruction is performed without consideration
of attenuation, the value of each pixel is low because the
projected values were modified by an attenuation in
accord with the distance between the pixel and the object
edge along each ray that passes through that pixel. This
modulation is given by exp(â€”@d1)where d1is the distance
along a particular ray denoted by i (Fig. I 7). The overall
average modification of the source in a particular pixel
is merely the sum of these separate modifications divided

by the number of projections m:

1@e@â€•1@. (13)

The method of correction suggested by Chang (27) in
volves first performing a reconstruction to give the dis

FIG. 17. ActivIty in a pixel i,j is detected as different event rates
depending on distance between activity and edge of attenuating
object. From analysis of average attenuation for all views, corn
pensation for distortion of Fig. 15 can be made by iterative tech
nique.
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through the axis of rotation and parallel to the projection
array; the value of dk is the distance between that line
and the edge of the object. After modifying each value
for every bin of each projection angle, the projection data
are filtered by application of a filter whose shape is de
pendent on the attenuation coefficient and the resolution
desired. The modified projection values are then
backprojected into the image array after multiplication
of each value by a factor related to the pixel distance
from the center line. This procedure is very rapid, and
the filter can be varied to accommodate different noise
environments.

For variable attenuation coefficient situations, an it
erative method in which the previously determined at
tenuation coefficients are used as weighting factors ap
pears to be the only accurate method (8,21).

Uniformity of sensitivity and resolution. An
important disadvantage of single-photon tomography
is the nonuniformity of sensitivity for pinhole imaging
and nonuniformity of resolution for parallel-hole colli
mation tomography (Fig. 19). Positron tomography does
not share this problem. In single photon tomography it
can be solved partially by forming the geometric mean
(square root of the product of opposing rays), and then
treating the data as parallel projections for an angular
range of 180Â°.This method, however, is inferior to other
techniques that require projections over 360Â°(27,29).

Other approaches for the resolution uniformity
problem include use of collimators that give a uniform
resolution over the range of the object (31 ), motion of
the collimators (as in the Union Carbide scanner (32)),
and incorporation of the spread function data in the re
construction algorithm (33). Special collimators cur
rently appear to be the most practical solution.

Multiple sections. Early work with multiple section
single photon ECT was done on patients rotated with a
large field-of-view Anger camera at Donner Laboratory
(Fig. 20) (8). These and other studies (34,35) demon
strated that although the sensitivity of a single camera
was only a few events per sec per zCi with the collimators
we used, an inherent advantage was the simultaneous
acquisition of multiple sections. Modern positron to
mography will also have this capability and, due to the
properties of electronic axial collimation, these tomo
graphs will have an improved sensitivity over multisec
tion single-photon devices.

A high sensitivity, single section, single-photon device,
such as the Union Carbide scanner, cannot be extended
easily to a multisection instrument because the crystal
area used to gain the sensitivity obviates packing adja
cent detector layers in the axial direction without large
shielding gaps between layers.

Multiple angles. Adequate sampling. The need for
rotation of the single photon detector or collimator units
is an inherent problem, particularly when quantitative
data requirements demand information from 360Â°.Data

( I4)
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FIG. 18. First stage of method to modify each projection before
applicationof special filter in implementingconvolution-typeof
single photon emission computed tomographyto compensate for
attenuationInvolvesmodificationof projectiondatabyexp(di@.z).

tribution p@. Each pixel value p@ is modified by

pÃ§w id________p1,.1 p1@1

;@@:@

Then the modified data are reprojected and the differ
ences between the reprojected bin values and the mea
sured projections are determined. These â€œdifference
projectionsâ€•are used to reconstruct an error image that,
when added to the modified image, gives a good result
for constant @.Another iterative technique was proposed
by Walters et al. (30). These techniques work well for
objects, such as the head, which have constant attenua
tion coefficients.

Modification of bin values before convolution
(Method III). This procedurehas recently beendevel
oped by Gullberg (23) along lines suggested by Tretiak
and Metz (28). First, bin values for each projection arc
multiplied by a factor e+Mdk,where @tis the attenuation
coefficient and dk is defined in Fig. 18 as the distance
from a center line to the object edge. Imagine a line

Positronannihilo)ionphotons

FIG.19. Uniformityof resolutionis generallypoorwith singlephoton
tomographic systems unlessspecial collimation Isused.
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distortion from limited angular sampling was shown in
Figs. 8 and 9. Another type of distortion occurs when

.@

.@.

F.

there is 360Â°coverage with an inadequate number of
views (Fig. 21). Both ofthese sampling problems result

in streaks and artifacts that are identified as the aliasing
problem of under sampling (36,37).

DYNAMIC ECT WITH SINGLE PHOTONS

Dynamic ECT refers to use of a time sequence of
transverse sections from which uptake and washout ki

Butterworth (Fmax 3 2 ; nodel 2)

2Â°

30

50

6Â°

9Â°

10Â°

FIG. 21. Number of angular views necessary for 360Â°coverage
in transversesectioncomputedtomographyis approximatelyequal
to numberof resolutionelementsacrossImage.Inthiscasefor 64
resolutionelementsacrossimage,aliasingartifactaccompanying
coarsely sampled data disappears for sampling with less than 5Â°
increments.
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FIG. 20. MultIple sections of brain are obtained by sequentially
reconstructing layers correspondingto levels in projected Images
for multiple view Anger camerastudies.Shownis distributionof 10
mCi of Tc-99m pertechnetate in patient with brain tumors.
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netics can be deduced. The two major limitations to the
application of dynamic computed tomography are the
low statistics obtained and the necessity for rapid angular
sampling. If motion of the detector assembly over about
450 is required, then imaging periods ofabout 10 sec are

probably reasonable, and uptake kinetics might not be
practical. Washout kinetics, however, such as clearance
from brain, heart, and kidney, can be obtained using
single photon devices with which one can collect more
than I00,000 events in I mm or less. A single photon
system with four banks of detectors arranged as shown
in Fig. I4 has been developed recently. This system has
the requisite resolution and can perform dynamic
washout studies after inhalation of Xe-133 or Xe-l27
(38). The Kuhl Mark IV scanner has high sensitivity as
well (39).

SUMMARY AND FUTURE PROSPECTS

Through both theoretical arguments and practical
experience it has been shown that single photon corn
puted tomography can provide a method of noninvasive
quantitative imaging in animals and man. Because of the
statistical requirements for quantitative investigations
and the attenuation and solid angle problems for objects
thicker than about 20 cm, it is concluded that the single
photon instrumentation developments and applications
should have a high likelihood for success in studies of the
brain, but not of the thorax or abdomen of adults. Po
tential applications of single photon emission computed
tomography in quantitative studies of the brain using
acceptable doses include:

1. Brain blood volume using Tc-99m-labeled red cells
(40).

2. Brain blood perfusion using 1-123-iodoantipyrine
(41) or other lipid solubleradiopharmaceuticals(42).

3. Brain perfusion studies using inhaled xenon-l33
and xenon-127 (38).

4. Dopamine receptor site evaluation using 1-123-
phenethylamine radiopharmaceuticals.

5. Measurement of physiological conditions in the
brain (44).

The quantitative potentials are based on obtainable
sensitivities, the prediction of Eq. 8 or Fig. I 3, and the
percentageS of the injected radiopharmaceutical that is
available in the brain. If 2% of an injected dose of 10 mCi
is present in the brain, we expect about 20 @Ciper axial
cm. A single photon system similar to that described in
Refs. 38 and 39 can have a sensitivity of 50 events per
second per axial cm for I cm X I cm resolution in sec
tions 2 cm thick. Therefore, we can expect 1000 events
per section or 1.2 X iO@events each 100 sec, adequate
for Â±20%quantitative accuracy. To achieve a Â±20%
accuracy in xenon washout studies where samples of
10â€”30sec are required for flow measurement, the
amount accumulated must be larger than 100 @.iCior the

resolution must be less. The quantitative volume for the
case cited above is 2 cm X 2 cm (â€˜@.â€˜2times the resolution
elements). The practicality of quantitative single photon
imaging of the brain is based on the fact that many ra
diopharmaceuticals of interest in brain studies have an
accumulation of 2â€”5%of the injected dose. Therefore,
single photon ECT can be done at no significant radia
tion risk with injected doses of 10 to 20 mCi of Xe- 133,
Xe-i 27, Kr-8im, I-i 23, or Tc-99m radiopharmaceuti
cals.

The arguments of the paper do not exclude whole
body tomography as a useful tool for nonquantitative
lesion detection.
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